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Abstract

“toy examples” barrier and be used in real-world VLSI CPU
chips.
With the current growth in super scalar and super pipelined processors(RISC or CISC), the need forprehardware
architectural timing verification is also of utmost importance. Thus, for example, it is not enough to verify that the
mapped (equivalent)test case for the assignment statement:
A= B + C “works”correctlyin the functionalsense: we must
also be able to verify the correctness of the exact cycle count
for its execution. In initial generationsof microprocessordesign, such timing or performance verification requirements
were minimal because of the lack of concurrent (pipelined)
structures. In modem VLSI processors, due to multiple dispatch modes and concurrentpipeline executionwith out-oforder execution modes, the “science” of deriving Performance Verification Programs (PVPs) in addition to the
traditional AVPs is becoming increasingly important. In this
paper, we present our approach to PVP generation as used in
our current super scalar design and verification.
In prior work [6,7,9],we briefly describedaltematemethodsused in current industrialpractice, for evaluatingcyclesper-instruction (CPI) performancefor super scalar machine
models. A workload or benchmark4ven timer, is a cycleby-cycle (timing) simulator of a candidate processor organization,with a programworkload as the driving input. If this
input is a dynamic execution trace,we refer to the tool as a
dynamic timer. On the other hand, static timers evaluate program execution time by analyzing a static program listing
(high-level, intermediateor assemblyhnachinecode). In either case,timers donot cany out actualfunctionalsimulation
of the workload: only the cycleby-cycle timing behavior of
the concurrent pipeline structuresis simulated. A functional
simulator, on the other hand, is asequential (i.e., one instruction at a time) simulationof an idealized von-Neumann machine implementing the candidate (instruction set) architechue.One of the outputs of such a functional simulator, is in
fact a dynamic trace which can be used to drive a dynamic
timer. The parameters which can be set and changed easily
for such a timer, are usually limited to processor organizationalparameters,e.g. queuebufferlengths,pipeline depths,
cache latency parameters, branch prediction-related controls, buddispatch bandwidths, various context-sensitive

We address the problem of verification and testing of
super scalarprocessors,from the point of view of correctness
of program execution time. Trace-driven architectural
simulation methods are commonly used in current industrial
practice to estimate cycles-per-instruction performance of
a candidate processor organization, prior to actual implementation. Wepresent a novel set of strategiesfor testing the
timing correctness of processors as represented in an
architectural timing model (“timer”).Wefocus on two main
aspects of the theory: (a) deriving architectural test sequences to cover possible failure modes, defined in the
context of a pipeline flow state transitionfuulr model; ( b )
deriving loop test kernels to verih steadystate (periodic)
behavior of pipeline flow,against analytically predicted
signatures. We develop the theory in the context of an
example super scalar processor and its timer model.

1. Introduction:
Functional testing and verification of processor architectures is a criticalaspect of the overall verificationmethodology used in advanced (VLSI)CPU design. In current industrial practice, (e.g., [ll), random architectural test pgram
generation and simulation methods are commonly used to
“verify” functional correctness of implemented instructions.
The investment in manpower and computer time requiredto
complete such architectural VerifEation prior to (and in between) chip tapeouts,is very high and is constantly on the
rise. Also, there is a lack of adequateformalismand theory,in
terms of failure models and coverage c r i t m thus, the fact
that a given processor simulation model has “passed” millions of ArchitectureVerificationPrograms (AVPs) (see 111,
section IV)certainly boosts confidence in the implemented
correctness,but what percentage of the global implementation space has been exercised, is not known. Classicalfaultmade1 based functional test generation methods (e.g. [2,3])
are occasionallyused in essence, if not in full,to “bias”the
architectural test sequence generation towards a few typical
failure modes. Formal verification techniques (e.g. t4.51)
seem to show promise, but in many cases are yet to cross the
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processing switches (doffor boolean flag parameters), etc.
In some recent, truly programmable timers, (e.g. the BRAT
timer in [109, the instruction set architecture itself is made
available to the user as a global parameter; and, a whole
range of similar processor chips can be modeled by “programming” a range of such parameters. The effect of alternate compiler optimization strategies on processor performance, can be studied using such dynamic timen, only by
regenerating the trace for alkmativelycompiledmodules. In
the case of a static timer, on the other hand, the compiler optimizationparameterscan (at least in part) be madea subsetof
the timer parameters, for the chip designer to experiment
with [11. However, even in infinite cache mode, such static
estimators tend to have less accuracy than trace-driven dynamic timers, but are usually much faster [6,7.
In this paper, we restrict ourselves to dynamic timers
only; from thispoint onward, we omit the “dynamic” qualifier when referring to timers. In the early or intermediate
stages of processor design, timers are useful for making design trade-offsand parameter sizing. Later, when the machine and timer models have stabilized,accurate prehardware projections are made using benchmark4riven timer
runs. A crucial problem in this context, is that of testing or
validating the timer model against a “gold”processormodel.
The sourcesof inaccuraciesin a timer model are:(1) modeling e m due to programming mistakes; (2) emrs due to
misinterpretation of informally specified execution semantics; (3) data-sensitive execution semantics which are usually considered to be beyond the range of modeling capability
of timers. An example of the third categoq of inaccuracies,
is a case where altemate paths within a staged pipeline data
path are followed, depending on the value range of the operand (register or memory). Such instances, are usually infrequent enough, that they may be ignored in analyzing performance behavior for realistic program benchmarks. We
therefore limit our attention, in this paper to (1) and (2)
above. Since dynamic traces can be millions (and possibly
billions) of instructions long, it is impractical for a designer
to go over the entire cycleby-cycle listing to identify such
defects. A robust tesr/verification methodology, based on a
tailored, test case suite, generated from higher-level application kernels (loops), is described in this pap. We present
this method in tems of an example RISC super scalar processor, patternedaftertheRS/6000,butwithanaddedor~nizational feature: the instruction completion buffex mechanism. We refer to this machine as the ERISC (extended
RISC) machine. The machine organization for ERISC was
defined specifcally for the purp~sesof this paper; it is not
based on an actual product. The trace-driventimer for ERISC was derived by extending the TRISC timer [8] used earlier [6,7] to study the accuracy of static timers.
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Ii. The ERiSC machine and its timer:
The example RISC machine (ERISC) used for the purposes of this paper has a typical super scalar organization
(Figure l),implementingthe POWER architecture [121. All
functional ops (FIX or FLT) are regism-twqister, with
two sources and one destination, explicitly specified. The
instruction dispatch buffer can hold up to d instructions,
which is a timer parameter. Every cycle, up to three instructions can be dispatched, one to each of the functional units:
BRN,FIXandFLT.~tingpointloadandstoreinstructions
are processed by FIX for address generation, prior to cache
request. The instruction ids for such instructions are dispatched to FLT as well, to aid synchronization. Actual synchronization is effected via register renaming. Both FIX and
FLT (sourceanddestination)registersare subject to dynamic
renaming. FIX and FLT each has its own set of physical (rename) buffers, the sizes of which are timer parameters. The
architected register file is updated during actual instruction
completion. Insauctio~execution can be out-of- order, but
instruction dispatch and actual completion is in-order. The
in-order dispatch and completion mechanism is managed by
using a completion buffer or queue, maintained and controlled by the branch-and-mnditionunit, BRN. This mechanism is similar to the completionbuffer schemedescribed for
the PowerPC 603 machine [lo]; the M e r completion
mechanism facilitates implementation of precise intempts,
with out-of-order execution modes present in the overall
processor.
The organhation parameters mainly considered in this
Paper are:
1. Effective number of (l-cycle) pipeline stages, p1 and
p~ respectively, in the FIX and FLT units. (The BRN unit
has, effectively, a l-stage pipe).
2. The sizes of the instruction queues q-bm, %fix and
q-flt, associatedwith the three functional units.
3. The cache access latency, c ,in machine cycles. (Infinite cache model is assumed).
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Figure 1. ERISC processor organization.

4. The dependent bubble parameten, bl and b2,respectively, where ,bl (b2) is the number of pipeline bubbles in
cycles caused by a consecutive dispatch sequenceof two dependent fixed (float) instructions.where thesecund inshuction is data dependent - via register interlocks - on the first
one.
5. The number of FIX and FLT mame buffer registers,
R-fix and R-flt.

The normal ("gold", or fault-free) model of theinstructionissue logic (IIL)may be stated formally as follows:
p
l
"IIL-GOU

be

1;
nUm-disp:= 9
while (i <=3) d (nm-disp <=3) do begin
cuc inst-W(i).typ of
fix: if (not fi~m-bufJull)and (not ax@-tm-full)
and (notfix-by) thenbegin
isrue-toJix(i);
num-&p:= nm-dipt-1;
i:=i+ 1;
end
clac ntum; (+no m m dispatches +)
f l t if (not flt-ren-buf-full) and (not canpl_buffun)
and (not flt-bwy) then begin
isme-toJlt(i);
num-diip= num-dirp+l;
i:= i+l;
end
elac rstum; no molb dhpakhcd +)
bm:if (not cmpl-buf-full) a d (not bm-buy)
hbegin
issu-to-bm(i);
num-disp= num-dirpcl;
i:=i+l;

I:=

Machine

time-line output
Figure 2. ERISC timer tools complex

cnd;
en& (+cuc +)
if (not inatr-bufJdl) then fetch~ewjnstra;
end; (+end. procsdurc IIL-Gold +)

As statedinSection1,atimerisacycle-by-cyclesimulator of a candidate machine organization. Its main purpose is
to print out an overall cycles-per-instruction (CPI) performance figure for a given instruction trace.As a si& benefit,
the detailed timer outputs are useful in identifying compiler
deficiencies and organizational bottlenecks. In pre-hardware evaluations,dynamicinstructiontracesare usually genemted by a separate instruction set simulator.Figure 2
shows the softwareorganization of thetools used to drive the
ERISC timer. Since the instruction set architecture assumed
is that of an RS/6OOO [11,12], we are able to use available
compilers 1131 and trace generators 1141 for generating
traces using an existing hardware platform. The actual ERISC timer program is written in Pascal (with an alternateimplementation in C)and runs on an RS/6ooo. For the purposes
of this study, we have used an W t e cache timer model, in
which memory reference paths are pipelined, resulting always in cache hits, with a fixed latency of c cycles.
In analogy with hardwm (architectural) testing of processor chips (e.g., 121). we formulate a functional performance fault model to diagnose the model defects referred to
in section I.

Executionsub-processes:
Dispatch decoder:

The instruction @re)-decode process (manifested by the
CASE statement, above), which classifies instruction ops,
according to the unit to which they must be dispatched.
Dispatch inhibitors:

The inhibitors to the process of instruction dispatch to individual functional units, as evident from the logic above,

are:
FIX: The logical predicates: (a) fix-ren-buf-full.
whose mth implies that all available rename (backup)
buffers in FM B T ~taken; (b) compl-buf-fuU, which
llags the condition when thedispatchprocesshasrun out
of issuable instruction id's; (c) fix-busy, which is me
when the FIX decode stage is busy and the associated
unit queues (if present) are full.

111. Functlonal performancefault model:

FLT The logical predicates: (a) flt-xen-buf-full, anale
gous to fix-ren-buf-full (above); (b) compl-buf-full,
as in FIX; (c) flt-busy, analogous to fix-busy (above).

We define the fault model from two different aspects: (a)
functional unit level and (b) instruction leveL We later assert
that the two are essentially equivalent for our purpose.
(a): Unit-Level Fault Model:

B R N The logical predicates: (a) compl-buf-full, as
above; (b) brn-busy, analogous to fix-busy or flt-busy
(above).
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Dispatch executors:

e iteration itnplancnta the siugbcycle advance d
inrtruction: in the liaecupipe:tager *)
if pipejtage(1)imtr o null thm begin
if (not pipc~tage(2).tmsy)and (not rcg-intcrlock) then begin
w-rcgirtcr_interlodo;

the b

The actual dispatch sub-processes which result in transfer of instructions from the dispatch unit to the individual
functional units, are: (a) issue-to-&, @) issue-to-flt; and
(c) issue-to-lxn;

pipe,rt.ge(2):=pipe-:tagdl);
pipe-~tage(l).in:tc=null.
pipe-stage(l).bu:y:= f h ;

Dispatch sequencers:

The “counting” logic: (a) increment the index variable i,
the process which ensures that the same instruction is not
multiply dispatched, and that the very next instruction in sequence is dispatch&, @) increment the count of the number
of instructions, num-disp, dispatched in the current cycle:
fault-free counting here is necessary to ensure that the
instruction buffer filling pmedure, fetch-new-instrs brings
in the correctnumber of instructions and “stitches”them into
the instruction M e r at the correct point.
The followingfunctionaldefect model is assumed forthe IIL
timer module, based on the notion of faulty decoding, inhibitor-control, execution and sequencing. One or more of the
following faults, detectable as architectural timing e m ,
can be present.

ald;

sad;
if (not F E P - q w u e - ~ ) then Cycl-FEP-qwue;
(* the b e nsp forwudr an in:truaioa from the queue.
if prtrent,to the decode Stage. pipe_rtrge(l)of thc PEP *)

end; (* piocedunFEP-Gold

In a manner similar to the IIL-Gold case, we can define
the Decode,Inhibit, Execute and Sequence sub-pmcesses
for the FEF-Gold process. We omit the detailed defhition
and proceed directly to the assumedfunctional defect model
forthiscase.Oneormoreof thefollowingfaultsmaybepent:
1. Under unblocked pipe condition, an instruction gets
held in a given stage of the pipeline for one or more
cycles longer than it shod; - a pipe sequencing
fault.

1. In spite of the absence of all inhibitors, one or more of
the dispatch execution mechanisms are blocked.

2. Underblockedmode, (e.g. dependenw-basedregister
interlocking). an instruction advances illegally into
the next stage; -a pipe inhibitor control fault.

2. In the presence of one or more dispatch inhibitors,an
illegal dispatch execution path is enabled.
3. An instruction is decoded (classified) erroneously and
dispatched to the wrong functional unit.
4.

Due to faulty sequencing,an instruction is dispatched
in successive cycles to the same functional unit.

5.

The head-pointerof the instruction buffer is updated
(icremented) mneously, after completion of dispatch.

+)

3. Under unblockedmode, an instructionadvancesalong
thepipeline stages by an incorrect (larger) amounc a pipe sequencing fault.
4.

One or more register interlock bits are set or released
incorrectly,ar at the wrong stage a pipe execution
fault.

-

5. The “finish”signal transmission to BRN does nut happen, or happens in the wrong cycle; a pipe execution fault.

-

The n o d (“gold”,or fault-free) model of theFXXmT)
functional execution pipe (FEP) can be stated formally as
follows:

6. One or more registersare decoded erroneously in the
decode stage; -a pipe decode fault.
The BRN Unit: The instruction completion logic (ICL) is the
most crucial aspect of the BRN timing functionality. This
mechanism, as stated earlier,keeps brack of live, in-arderdispatched instructions, and ensutes in-ordercompletion of
instructions.Thus,instruction id‘s B T issued
~
to the completion buffer tailon dispatch and taktn off from the headof the
queue, in order, on completion. Up to three “finished”
instructionsmay complete per cycle, to match the maximum
instruction issue rate of threeper cycle. Instmtion “finish”
bits, maintained in the completion Mer,are set by individual functional units, on instruction execution “hid?”’ This
mechanism allows out-of-order execution within the window of live instructions, while ensuring the convenience of

procedurePEP-Gold

begill

if w-laat-stage.busy and putaway-bus-avail then begin
ptaway-bus:= pipcJaat-stage.ins@
pipeJaIt-$tage.inst= null;
pipc-laat-stage.busy:= false;
frse_regintcrlodrs;
sardfini:h~~eport-to~B~,
(* the ”finiah” bit in the canplotim
Mer in BRN,for thir instruction, gcta set *)
end;
if (not pipeJa8t-stagcbusy) then
fori:= laat-stage downto 2 do pip~-stage[i]:= pipt-:tage[i-l];
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(b) Instruction-Level Fault Model:
sformationparametem

In an alternate mode of fault model definition, we may
model defects in terms of illegal pipeline paths adopted by
the instruction flow within the pipeline timer model, and defective dependence behavior between pairs of instructions.
One or more of the following defects may occur,causing an
error in the overall execution timing:
1. A FIX-type instruction gets dispatched erroneously to
the FLT unit.
2.

A FLT-type instruction gets dispatched erroneouslyto
the FIX unit.

3. A floating point load/store instruction ignores the interlock on a fued point register on which it depends
for address generation.
4.

5.

A fixed point load/store instruction ignores the interlock on another fmed point register on which it depends for address generation.

Figure 3. Architectural timing validation methodology.

A floatingpoint arithmetic operation ignores the interlock on a source or target operand register.

IV. Loop tracdriven timing validation:

6. A fuedpoint arithmetic operation ignores the interlock on a source or target operand register.

The overall architectlnal timing validation methodology,
using sowce/assembler test loops, is illustrated in Figure 3.
The test cases are (usually) in the form of high-level Fortran
(orC) kernels (loops) specifically designed to test for modeled defects. The loops are compiled using an existing compilerandtheobjectcodeistracedusinganexistingtracer(see
also Fig. 2). The dynamic trace can then be used to drive the
ERISC timer; or,the staticcode can be used as input to a static timer (estimator) program. The cycle by cycle behavior
and the cycles-per-instruction (CPI) produced by the ERISC timer are matched against analytically predicted behavior. (For the deterministic, infinite cache model under consideration, a formmethod for static evaluation of
CPI is availablefromprior research [6,7,9] and is usedin the
static estimator code).
The loop kernel is traced over alarge number of iterations,
tobeabletodrivethetimertoasteady-statepi~~epa#enr.
The “Period Analysis” procedure is used to analyze the
steady-state periodicity of the various pipelined units (including queues) in order to relate them to the timer-printed
statistics and the static estimatur-predicted numben.

Lemma:
In terms of detectable timing e m in pipeline flow,the
unit-level fault model and the instruction-level fault model,
as stated above, are equivalent. That is, designing test sequences to cover defects under one fault model, automatically covers faults in the other model and vice-vena
The proof is omitted here for brevity. In thispaper, defects
in branch processing are not discussed.Note that even for
straight-line (branchless) execution, the functional fault
models can be made much more complex. The above simple
model, however, has been found to be more thanadequate for
deriving a comprehensive test case suite, which is able to
cover a large class of other defects as well. (This is analogous
to the caseof multiple fault coverage or unmodeled fault coverage, of test sets derived on the basis of single stuck4
faults, for digital logic).
Assumption: It is assumed that fault masking is not present; i.e., presence of multiple defects at the same time is not
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daxpy is:
doi= lp
x(i) = x(i) + s*y(i)
enddo
where the ldimensional arrays x, y and the scalar s are d e
clared to be double precision floating point variables. The
correspondingcompiled code, in mnemonic notation, per iteration, is:
A
lfd frl,16,0x8
B:
fma frl,fiO,W,frl
C:
lfdu fi2, r5,0x8
D:
stfdu frl, 160x8
E
bc
The alphabetical labels A, B, C, are assignedtosuccessive
instructions in the execution trace in alphabetical d r ,
with 2being succeeded by a, b. c, and z wrapping around
again to A. Thus, in the actual trace, F stands again forthe
first load instruction (lfd), G for the fma, etc. The ERISC
cycle-by-cycletimer output for the first 40 cycles, is shown
in Figure 4. The labeled functionalunits or
with
dashes (-) representing individual stages, are explained below:

The following metrics, evaluated via alternate paths, are
used in the architecturaltiming verification and test methodology:
L(n): The length, in number of instructions, of a loop trace,
obtained by executing the source loop over n iterations.
T(n): The execution time, in cycles, of a given loop test kernel, traced for n iterations.
CPI: The average number of executed cycles per instruction; it is obtained by dividing the total number of cycles, T,
taken to execute a given p g r a m (trace)on the timer model
by the total number of instructions, L, in the trace.

...
...,

P,: The steady-state period, in cycles, of the timer pipeline
s t a m s i t i o n pattern.

N
,
:

The cycle count which marks the onset of steady-state
cycle+by-cycle timer output pa”,for a given trace.
CPI,: The steady-state CPI for a given loop trace:
CPI,, = lim [T(n)/L(n)]
n-> 00

PIB: primary instruction buffer: nominally set to a sizeof 12
for this run.
IST: the instruction sequencing table or completion buffer
(queue), nominally set to 16 for this run.
LSTQ: the load-stae instruction queue, forholding load and
store instructions for the fixed point unit FIX.
FLT-Q: the floating point instruction queue for the floating
point unit, FLT.
C A the on-chip, level-1 cache access pipe, nominally set to
1 stage for this run.
STQ: the pending store queue, which holds stores waiting for
data,prior to writing in cache.
With reference to Figure 4, in cycle 1, the first three
instructions in the buffer, (A, B,C, representing the lfd, fma
and lfdu) are dispatched, with the corresponding instruction
id’s allotted to the completion buffer slots. A goes to the first
stage (“decode”) of FIX,while C gets queued in LSTQ, and
B goes to the 6rst stage (“decode”) of FLT. Instruction B
(fma) has to wait in “decode” for 4 cycles because it has to
wait for one of its operandsto be produced by A (lfd). It then
advances along the FLT execution pipe (set to 4 stages for
this run). The lfd A moves from “decode” to “addressgen” to
“requestto cache” to actual cache accessstage (CA). Following this, A gets “finished”,followed by “completion”, which
is manifested by its disappearancef ” the completion buffer (IST) in cycle 5. As mentioned earlier, all instructions get
dispatched in order, as evidenced by the appeatance of
instruction id’s in the completion buff=, also, the instructions get completed in-order,as evidenced by the deletion of
id’s from the head of the completion buffer. By monitoring

CPF The average number of executed cycles per floating
point operation. CPF is related to MFLOPS performance of
the processor.
CPF,: The steady-state CPF for a given loop trace(containing floating ops):
CPF,, = lim D(n)/(n*F)]
n-> 00
where F is the number of flops per iteration.
CPX The averagenumber of executed cyclesper fixed point
operation; it is obtained by dividing the total number of
executed cycles by the total number of fixed point operations
in the trace. (Floating point loads and stores count as fmed
point operations in such super scalar machines).

CPB:The average number of executed cycles per encountered branch operation.
CPA: The average number of processor cycles per memory
access (load/store). This metric measures the processormemory (cache) traffic for a given workload.
Example test case and timer output:
We now present a specific loop test case,with timer output, to
illustrate the concepts and definitions introduced above.
The
“Daxpy” is the key loop within the well known floating
point benchmark of Linpack. The Fortran specification of
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Cyc1e
0
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

PIB

IST

LSTQ

-----__-________

FIX

FPU-IQ

FLT

CA

STQ

----A---CA--DC--A
FD--C
HF - -D
IH--F
KI--H
MK--I
NM--K
PN--M
RP--N
SR--P
US--R

ABC------------ABCDE----------ABCDEFGH-------ABCDEFGHIJ------BCDEFGHIJKLM---BCDEFGHIJKLMNOQBCDEFGHIJKLMNOP
QBCDEFGHIJKLMNOP
QRSDEFGHIJKLMNOP
QRSDEFGHIJKLMNOP
QRST--GHIJKLMNOP
QRSTWW- IJKLMNOP
QRSTUVHXIJKLMNOP
QRSTWWXY--LMNOP
QRSTUVWXYZaLMNOP
QRSTWWXYZabcNOP
QRSTUVWXYZabcNOP
QRSTUVWXYZabcd-g-STUVWXYZabcdef
ghSTWWXYZabcdef
ghi--VWXYZabcdef
ghijkl-XYZabcdef
ghijklmXYZabcdef
ghijklmn--abcdef
ghijklmnopq-cdef
ghijklmnopqrcdef
ghijklmnopqrs--f
-hijklmnopqrstuv
whijklmnopqrstuv
wx--klmnopqrstuv
wxyzA-mnopqrstuv
wxyzABmnopqrstuv
wxyzABC--pqrstuv
wxyzABCDEF-rstuv
wxyzABCDEFGrstuv
WX~ZABCDEFGH--UV
WX~ZABCDEFGHIJKwxyzABCDEFGHIJKL
M--zABCDEFGHIJKL
MNOP--CDEFGHIJKL

WU--S

xw--U

zx--w

bZ--X
cb--Z
ec--b
ge--c
hg--e
jh--g
lj--h
ml-- j
om-- 1
qo--m

rq--0
tr--q
vt--r
wv-- t
yW--V

Ay-- w
BA-- y
DB--A
FD--B
GF--D
IG--F
KI--G
LK--I
NL--K

Figure 4. ERISC timer cycle-by-cycle output for daxpy test case
Levels of timer model validation:
We defm three distinct levels of timer model validation,
as follows:

the last stage of the FLT execution pipe, we can see that the
pipe reaches steady state in about 20 cycles, beyond which
one fma is produced every three cycles, implying, CPF,,=
3/2 = 1.5. since an fma counts as two flops.
It is to be noted that each unit or queueindividuallyattains
a steady-state pattern, with the samefundamentalperiod of 3
cycles. Thus,beyond cycleN,, = 20, the PIB exhibits arecurring p a " of 5-2-1, i.e. 5 instructions, followed by 2, followed by 1. This phenomenon of attainment of a uniform
steady-state pattern, across the modeled pipelined units,
when driven by an iterative loop trace, is the characteristic
signature of a level4 validated timer (seedefhtion, in the
following subsection).

.IndionS;
..

Level-o: In this level of validation, all test loop traces ap
pliedresultinauniform,steady-statetimeroutputpatternof
finite periodicity, PII, attained within afinite number of
cycles, Ns,.
If the observedsteady-state period is infinite,i.e. if the timer
output pattem stabilizes to the exact same overall pipeline
state for any cycle count greater than NI,,then clearly the
timer is in an illegal, deadlock state, and in such a case, the
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as the resource size is increased. (Note thot increuse in CPI

model is said tofail level4 validation for the particular test
loop trace.

implies decreuse in performance).

The timer model is said to be weakly level-0 valkkd, if it
passes level-0 validation in the above defined sense, across
thetestloop tracesuite, farthespecifieddesignpointcharw
terizedby an exact setting of organizationalparameters. The
model is said to be strongly level4 validatedif it passes level-0 validation for all legal (allowed or defined) combinations of organizational param-.

Based on prior work on static execution time esrimation
for loop structures[6,7,9,15-171, wehave formulatedanexact algorithm for predicting the steady+tate period, and
hence (PI,,
as
,well as the cycle of onset, N,,of the steadystate pa”,in teams of the organizationalparametersstated
earlier (Section II). We omit the discussionof thatmebdologyinthispaper. Wegiveasimplifiedexampleofthekindof
end d t one cm obtain using the theory. Consider the
daxpy test case example, discussed emliex. The following
‘tules of thumb” may be used to roughly Summarize the
theoreticalestimation methods far daxpy-like floating point
loops:
1. The loop-ending branch is fully overlapped with computation and takes “zero cycles” in the steady-state
sense.

Level-1: In this level of validation, for each test loop trace,
the performance metrics (CPI, etc.) are observed to vary
monotonicully as a function of any given organizationalparameter size, (within its defined limits). (Only oneparameter
is varied at a time).
Level-2 In this level of validation, each test loop trace is
verified to produce a steady-state performance (typically
CPI,, 01CPF,,) which is in agreement With determinktic(ifinite cache) static prediction formulae (see next sub-ection).

2 Let NLbe the number of loads needed per iteration.
This is the number of elements newly accessed on a
given loop iteration.
3. Let Ns be the number of stores needed per iteration.
This is the number of target elements (to the left of an
assignment) newly referend on this iteration of the
loop.
4. Let NFbe the number of functional arithmetic instructions (otherthan divides) needed for the computation.
5. Let NDbe the number of divides.

We state the following lemma without proof. The proof is
based on the theory behind the actual test case generation
methodology. Due to lack of space, we only provide a few
examples of generated test cases, (see Section V), without
discussing the actualgeneration procedures; these are being
made available in a more detailed report.
Lemma: Passing Level-1 and Level-2 validation for the
generated loop trace test case suite, guarantees strong Level-0 validation (but not vice-versa), under the infinite cache
execution semantics assumed far ERISC.

Remembering [16] that for this RS/aooO like ERISC machine,

1. A store takes 1cycle (piilined)and cannot be overlapped with loads or FMAS;
2. A load takes 1cycle (piilined) but can be overlapped
with FMAS.
3. An FMA (floating multiply-add instruction) costs 1
cycle if it is independent of the previous FMA and 2
cycles if is dependent.
4. A divide is assumed to taLe D cycles (non-pipelined);
D = 16 to 19 cycles far the RS/6000.

In addition to the above, in our verifcation methodology,we
define a level-3 validation step, where the cycle-by+ycle
timer outputs are validated against the full-scale logic simulation model of the processor-undea-design.This level of
validation is beyond the scope of this paper, and is theaefore
not discussed M e r .

An example of level-1 validation is the variation of CPI
performance with Variation of the cache access latency parameter,c. In the absence of speculative fetches and branch

The minimum number of execution cycles per iteration, assuming independent FMAs, perfect instruction overlap, no
divides, and a terminating zero-cost branch, is then:

prediction, infinite cache CPI,, for a given test loop trace is
expected to i n c m linearly as a function of c. Deviation
from linearity indicates presence of one or more modeled
timing faults.
Another example is the variation of CPI,, with a specific
hardwareresourcesize,e.g.thesizeofthecompletionbuffer,
IST or the number of rename buffers. Such variation must
show monotonic non-incmse (i.e. decreasing or constant),

If there are dividesin the loop, Np needsto be replaced by Np
+ D*ND in the above equation.
Substituting Ns = 1, NL = 2, and Np = 1 for the daxpy loop
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modeled failures for this particular test case.

case, we get an analyticaUy predicted steady state cycles per
iteration of (1 +2) = 3, which gives us a CPF of 1.5, identical
to the CPF,,obtained fiom the timer run (Fiiure 4).

Example 3: The daxpy test case: store-bound behavior.
doi= l , n
x(i) = x(i) + s*y(i)
enddo

V. Loop test case generation:
The test case generation methodology takes as input the
basic organizational m e t e r s of interest (Section II) and
optional “bias” parameters, to focus attention on a limited as-

As mentionedpreviously,this test caseis expected to generate a CPF,, of 1.5. Deviation upward to 2.0 will suggest a
fault in the instruction completion logic (ICL), where the
number of instructions completed per cycle may be erro-

pect of the defined perfonnance (timing) fault model (Section III). Once a complete suite of test loops is generated to
cover all modeled faults across instruction classes, the level-x validation methodology(Section nr) is applied (x =0, 1,
2). We provide three specific examples to illustrate our application loop-based methodology.

neous, either due to local (BRN) logic fault or due to execution fault (finishsignal dispatch em)r) in FIX or FIT.CPF
increases may also be caused by faults in the loadhtorepriority logic in accessing the single cache port. (This latter logic
has not been specilied in our earlier discussion).

E - ’
Example I : The load-store test case.The high-level code
segment used for generating compiled test sequences is
clearly one or more instance of the assignment operation.
doi= l,n
a(i) = b(i)
enddo

Systematicloop test casegeneration coupled with level-x
validation/verification enables the designer to detect madeled timing faults, which are otherwise hard to detect and
diagnose f ” large benchmark run resultsalone. The effect
of making the model progressively robust through level-x
validation is seen in practice through changes in experimentally observed SPEC integer92benchmark suite cpi numbers
for ERISC,aswe progressedf ” level4 to level-2. nble 1
showsthe observed changes in cpi, over the courseof verifying the machine timings, as embodied in the ERISC timer. In
most cases,level-1 validation alone did not detect all the
problems in the level4 validated model. The overall difference in figuresbetween the level4 numbers and the level-2
numbers are quite significant, and it underlines the importance of performing systematicperformance model verification/validation tests.

The loop index n and the number of rename buffers are made
sufficiently large. The functional timing faults detected by
this test caseare: (a)dispatch decode, execution or sequence
fault decode fault causes observed CPI,,to be less than expected value; execution fault causes observed CPI,, to be
larger than expected, sequence fault is detected via disagreement between total number of instructions dispatched (2
num-disp) [seeProcedure IIL-Gold, in Section m]and the
actual trace lengthl. (b) H X execution or sequence fault: an
execution fault in the finish signal dispatch path will cause
CPI,, to increase (possibly to 00, causing level4 failure of
validation); sequence fault will ais0 cause similar effect.

lhkl

The fault-he CPI,,for this loop trace is clearly seen to be:
2/3 = 0.667 (see discussion on static loop execution prediction, Section IV).
Example 2 :The reduction test-case: peak performance. We

could construct this case by using a sequenceof: lfd, fmaand
bc, and iterating over the loop.
doi= l,n
t = t + b*a(i)
enddo
The scalars t and b are loaded once outside the loop, causing
the iteration loop to have the lfd, fma,bc sequence.Under adequate settings for rename buffers and queue sizes, this loop
trace is expected to generate a CPI,,of 0.333 and a CPF,,of
0.5. Deviation upwards would generally point to execution
or decode faults; downward deviation is not possible under

VI. Conclusion:
A systematic methodology for architecturaltiming verification and testing of super scalar CPU chips has been presented. This methodology is currently being used for testing,
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debugging and validation of advanced super scalar timer
models within IBM’s RS/6ooo division. In principle, the test
loop trace driven period analysis and related techniques may
be used to test out the timing behavior of actual implemented
hardware, or the full-scale logic simulation model, prior to
chip tapeout. In practice, we have found the described
methodology to be very useful for augmenting the traditional
architectural verification programs (AVPs) with peaformance verification programs (PVPS) to form a complete,robust verification suite. Our robust timer validation methodology has helped us project very accurate processor
performance numbers, and make accurate tradeoffanalyses, well before hardware implementation.
The goal of quantifyingfault coveragein a manner analogous to hardwaretesting, has not been directly addressed.In
other words, test case generation followed by the standard
validation experiments, does not necessarily give us a measure of the percentageof faultscovered. In ongoing research,
we hope to address this issue.
Someof the ideas on testing and validation of timer models, described in this paper, have extended themselves into
another application: design of self-checking architectural
timers. Initialdescription of this approach is being published
elsewhere.
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